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Do you have these signs of DRY SCALP?
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By Freling Foster

Vaseline HAIR TOMC
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and just see the differenee
loose dandruff, dulliies.s,
ITCHING,
brittleness . . . they are symptoms of " d r y scalp," arch enem>to handsome hair! C o m b a t this
condition! Each morning r\ib on
a few drops of 'Vaseline" Haii'
Tonic. In this way you will supplement the natural scalp oils and
make your hair soft, easy t o manage and youthful in appearance.
Also, before each shampoo, give
your scalp a thorough-going massage with plenty of 'Vaseline"
H a i r Tonic . . . t o stimulate t h e
circulation and counteract the
drying effect of soap and water.
Remember, 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic
contains no ingredient t h a t can
dry the scalp. B u y a bottle toda.y
and see w h a t it does for youihair, even within a single week!
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An international treaty provides
that members of a Red Cross unit
captured by belligerents are not to
be treated as prisoners of war but
are to be returned to their own
country as soon as military exigencies permit. While detained, they
are to care for the sick and wounded
behind the enemy's lines and, in
compensation, be given the same
treatment, pay and quarters that
they receive at home.

The only national holiday ever
created by an act of Congress was
the "Centennial Anniversary of the
Inauguration of the First President
of the United States," which took
place on April 30, 1889.
The suicide rate among married
men and women is twice as high as
that of single adults.—By Harry
Kibbee, New York, New York.
The only states that have never
had a recorded lynching are Connecticut, M a s s a c h u s e t t s , N e w
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Maine
and Vermont.

Only fifteen of the sevent"'-odd
countries that border on th^ sea
have either a government or a volThe amount of paper currency untary life-saving service.
irretrievably lost by the people of
this country, through fires, shipThere are no proper names in the
wrecks and forgotten caches, aver- Bible beginning with W because
ages about $150,000 a week.
the Hebrew language, in which this
collection of books was originally
Since 1492, the chapel of John the written, does not contain a corBaptist in the Cathedral of St. Lo- responding letter.
renzo in Genoa, Italy, has been
closed to women, including nuns,
For those who wish to tune musibecause a woman, Salome, was the cal instruments, the National Bucause of his death.—By Charlotte reau of Standards broadcasts the
M. Taylor, Newark, New Jersey.
standard pitch in music, 440 cycles
per second for A above middle C,
The United States is one of the nearly twenty-four hours a day on
few countries in the world that al- a frequency of 5,000 kilocycles over
low a firm to repackage a trade- its short-wave station—WWV—in
marked product, using the original Beltsville, Maryland.—By Robert
manufacturer's name in a descrip- B. Herrold, Marion, Ohio.
tive manner, without his authority
or consent, if the label clearly indiAlloys of beryllium, a silver-white
cates that it is a repackaging.
metal, have been found to be exceedingly hard and strong. As an
In most cases, the Civil Aero- example, a beryllium-nickel spring
nautics Authority does not permit a can be flexed five to ten times as
person to hold a directorship in both often as a steel spring before it will
an air line and an aircraft manufac- break.
turing corporation.

Copr. 1940, Chesebrough Mfg. Co.,CDiis'd.

DRY HEAT

Black eyes and other bruises are
now being removed within twentyfour hours through an electrical injection of histamine, which dilates
the capillaries, stimulates the circulation and hastens absorption of
the effused blood.

SOAP

They all rob your hair of natural oils.
Combat "dry scalp" and keep your hair
good-looking with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.

A few drops a day
supplement the natural scalp oils, keep
hair manageable
and good-looking.

According to analyses made by
code experts, the most frequently
used numerical word is "two." It is
employed twice as often as the next
word, which is "five."
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Five dollars will be paid for each interesting
or unusual fact accepted for this column.
Contributions must be accompanied by satisfactory proof. Address Keep Up with the
World, Collier's, 250 Park Avenue. New York
City. This column is copyrighted by Collier's.
The jVational Weekly. INone of the items may
be reproduced without express permission of
the publisher
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LIT OF THE BLUE will come a warnng — a flirtatious toot toot.

WORLD'S ONLY CAR with amazing "Arrow-Flight"
springing: and the exclusive Manit'oid-Sealed engine
with 15 to 50 MPH pick-up in 12.9 seconds, high
gear—plus economy that won class honors in 1940
Gilmore-Yoseraite Run (23.76 miles to a gallon).

Then up sails a new Nash—and away goes
your heart!
Next thing you know you're flying down
the road with a hundred-odd horses in
your heels . . . so silently and smoothly
harnessed by a Fourth Speed Forward
that you can't believe the way those
telephone poles go ticking by.

wheels before has approached the silent,
swift, sure-footed smoothness of N a s h ' s
new Arrow-Flight ride!
It's then, too, you capture the spirit of it,
the "catch-me-if-you-can" feel of it . . .
that makes driving a Nash an event—
to the last happy 100,000 miles.

•

•

•

And when you lose your heart, you can
keep your head. F o r there's never been
such a value before—for a price that's
next to small cars.

But hold on—that Nash manifold-sealed
engine is just pulling its punches. See
F r o m its Sealed Beam lights to the conthat hill up ahead? Just tickle that
vertible bed in back, a Nash is big and
throttle and skyrocket up it, in N a s h ' s
built to last.
new Automatic Overtake. (It's incredible, until you try it!).
N o other car can match it in weight per
dollar, or offer such fine long-life feaThe road you're on is checkered with
tures as a 7-bearing crankshaft, a double
jolting, washed-out stretches . . . but
frame, a completely manifold-sealed enyour wheels never tell you.
gine. It's a value that only N a s h ' s
$45,000,000 in resources can produce.
Your fingers never feel it . . . but a crosswind is tugging at the steering course.
IT NEVER RAINS, gets cold . . . dust never
blows . . . when you drive a Weather Eye
Nash. Automatically gives you freshfiltered, warmed air at the turn of a dial.
Ow^ of 17 advanced features that mean
top re-sale value. Drive a Nash!

Your neck and ankles never know it . . .
but the day has turned bitter-cold.
(That Weather Hye automatically takes
the fickleness out of spring).
It's then you realize that nothing on four

W e ' r e waiting now.
today!

Come on—try

LOWER PRICES: from $795 deh'd at
Factory! Lafayette Series Sedan {below)
$875, includes Standard Equipment.
Federal Taxes. White Sidewall Tires,
Weather Eye, Rear Wheel-Shields,
Fourth Speed, are optional extras.
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And then think of the telephone. That's
an old'time motto with a modern improve'
ment. Grandma minds the time when—
well, if families got scattered by as much
as lOo miles the only thing that kept them
from becoming complete strangers was a
one'day reunion every year or so.
Today, Grandma thinks it's wonderful
how easily people get around the map.

Wonderful is exactly the word for tele'
phone travel. While you hold the tele'
phone, Long Distance singles out, from
this country's millions, the one voice that
means the most. Brings it to you in a
manner to please your heart. . . . And at
a price to please your purse!
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"Soon I shall be wiih you again, lo celebrate another viciory," h e said. "And y o a will help me'

B y Eleanor Merceiii
ULUSTRATED

BY

C.

C.

BEALL

A memorable ronumce and an unforgettable tragedy,
againsi the giun background of the tenor in Poland

T

H E aging Princess Anastasia Leczinski, bored
with waiting for something to happen in the Ulica
Kanonji, that curve of ancient noble houses in the
shelter of Warsaw's cathedral close, called one morning for her blond Paris wig, two new spades and her
town victoria. Having been awakened early by the
passing tramp of citizens from the near-by market
district on their way to dig defense trenches, it had
occxuxed to her that the moment was ripe to set an example of proper citizenship in higher quarters.
"But, chere madame," protested her young companion in some anxiety, "surely you do not contemplate handling a spade yourself?"
"And why not? I have never been one to concede
in any respect the superiority of the male sex," replied
the old lady, hardily. "However, it is all, of course,
mere hysterical poppycock; my nephew Wladimir and
his sons would never permit the enemy to approach
so close."

The girl Tamara started to say something, at which
the old valet, Fedor, shook his head. Princess Anastasia's whim at present was to ignore all unpleasant
facts, on the principle that nothing exists until it is
named.
The outdated elegance of the princess' equipage
excited unusual attention along crowded Marszalkowska Street, its high-stepping cobs in their jangling
harness, its quiet liveries on the box and the two
ladies, one with a palsied head shaking constantly in
its bright gold wig, the other very young and shy, each
with a gloved hand resting conspicuously on a spade
handle. All of them, including the horses, were supplied with dangling gas masks against emergency.
Everywhere their passage was marked with pleasure, even with sporadic cheers—Poles being always
appreciative of a fine gesture. "Ah, it appears one is
not yet forgotten here!" commented the princess complacently, adding with acerbity, "Why do you blush.
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